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Abstract. This paper deals with automatic document classification in the context
of a real application for the Czech News Agency (ČTK). The accuracy our classi-
fier is high, however it is still important to improve the classification results. The
main goal of this paper is thus to propose novel confidence measure approaches
in order to detect and remove incorrectly classified samples. Two proposed meth-
ods are based on the posterior class probability and the third one is a supervised
approach which uses another classifier to determine if the result is correct. The
methods are evaluated on a Czech newspaper corpus. We experimentally show
that it is beneficial to integrate the novel approaches into the document classifi-
cation task because they significantly improve the classification accuracy.

1 Introduction

Automatic document classification is extremely important for information organiza-
tion, storage and retrieval because the amount of electronic text documents is growing
extremely rapidly. Multi-label document classification becomes currently significantly
more important than the single-label classification because it usually corresponds better
to the requirements of real applications.

Previously, we have developed an experimental multi-label document classification
system for the Czech News Agency (ČTK)1 based on the Maximum entropy classifier.
The main goal of this system is to replace the manual annotation of the newspaper
documents which is very expensive and time consuming. The resulting F-measure value
of this system is higher than 80%, however this value is still far from perfect.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a way how to detect incorrectly classified ex-
amples in order to improve the final classification score. Three novel Confidence Mea-
sure (CM) approaches are proposed, compared and evaluated for this task. The first two
confidence measures are based on the posterior class probability. Then, we propose
a supervised CM approach that combines these two methods by a classifier.

1 http://www.ctk.eu
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It is worthy of attention, that the confidence measure was never previously inte-
grated to the Czech document classification. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge,
no similar confidence measure approach in multi-label document classification field
exists.

Section 2 is a short overview of the document classification and confidence measure
approaches. Section 3 describes our document classification and confidence measure
methods. Section 4 deals with the realized experiments on the ČTK corpus. We also
discuss here the obtained results. In the last section, we conclude the research results
and propose some future research directions.

2 Related Work

This section is composed of two parts. The document classification is described in the
first one, while the second one is focused on the confidence measure task itself.

2.1 Document Classification

Document classification is usually based on supervised machine learning methods that
exploit an annotated corpus to train a classifier which then assigns the classes of unla-
belled documents. The most of works use Vector Space Model (VSM), which usually
represents each document with a vector of all word occurrences weighted by their Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).

The main issue of this task is that the feature space in the VSM is highly dimensional
which decreases the accuracy of the classifier. Numerous feature selection/reduction
approaches have been introduced [1–3] to solve this problem.

Furthermore, a better document representation should help to decrease the fea-
ture vector dimension, e.g. using lexical and syntactic features as shown in [4]. Chan-
drasekar et al. further show in [5] that it is beneficial to use POS-tag filtration in order to
represent a document more accurately. The authors of [6] and [7] use a set of linguistic
features, however they do not improve the document classification accuracy.

More recently, some interesting approaches based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (L-
LDA) [8, 9] have been introduced. Another method exploits partial labels to discover
latent topics [10]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [11] incorporating semantic
concepts [12] has been also used for the document classification. Semi-supervised ap-
proaches, which progressively augment labelled corpus with unlabelled documents [13],
have also been proposed.

The most of the proposed approaches is focused on English and only few works deal
with Czech language. Hrala et al. use in [14] lemmatization and Part-Of-Speech (POS)
filtering for a precise representation of Czech documents. In [15], three different multi-
label classification approaches are compared and evaluated. The other recent works
propose novel features based on the named entities [16] or on the unsupervised machine
learning [9].
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2.2 Confidence Measure

Confidence measure is used as a post-processing of the recognition/classification to
determine whether a result is correct or not. The incorrectly recognized samples should
be removed from the resulting set or another processing (e.g. manual correction) can be
further realized.

This technique is mainly used in the automatic speech processing field [17–20] and
is mostly based on the posterior class probability. However, it can be successfully used
in another research areas as shown in [21] for genome maps construction, in [22] for
stereo vision, in [23] for handwriting sentence recognition or in [24] for automatic face
recognition.

Another approach related to the confidence measure is proposed by Proedrou et al.
in the pattern recognition task [25]. The authors use a classifier based on the nearest
neighbours algorithm. Their confidence measure is based on the algorithmic theory of
randomness and on transductive learning.

The confidence measures are mostly used in the single-label classification. But the
nature of many real-world classification problems is multi-label. One approach using
confidence measures in the multi-label setting is proposed in [26]. The authors use semi-
supervised learning algorithms and include a confidence parameter when assigning the
labels. Two methods for the confidence value computation are proposed.

Another possibility how to deal with the confidence measures is to use a so called
Conformal Predictor (CP) [27]. CP assigns a reliable measure of confidence and is
used as a complement of machine learning algorithms. Author of [28] proposes to use
a modification called Cross-Conformal Predictor (CCP) to handle the multi-label clas-
sification task. He states that this modification is more suitable for this task because of
its lower computational costs.

The above mentioned approaches apply the confidence measures on other types
of the data. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no similar confidence measure
approach in multi-label document classification field exists.

3 Document Classification with Confidence Measure

The following sections are focused on our feature set, multi-label document classifica-
tion approach and particularly on the proposed confidence measure methods.

3.1 Feature Set & Classification

The feature set is created according to Brychcı́n et al. [9]. They are used because the
authors experimentally proved that the additional unsupervised features significantly
improve classification results.

– Words – Occurrence of a word in a document. Tf-idf weighting is used.
– Stems – Occurrence of a stem in a document. Tf-idf weighting is used.
– LDA – LDA topic probabilities for a document.
– S-LDA – S-LDA topic probabilities for a document.
– HAL – Occurrence of a HAL cluster in a document. Tf-idf weighting is used.
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– COALS – Occurrence of a COALS cluster in a document. Tf-idf weighting is used.

For multi-label classification, we use an efficient approach presented by Tsoumakas
et al. in [29]. This method employs n binary classifiers Cn

i=1 : d → l,¬l (i.e. each
binary classifier assigns the document d to the label l iff the label is included in the
document, ¬l otherwise). The classification result is given by the following equation:

C(d) = ∪n
i=1: Ci(d) (1)

The Maximum Entropy (ME) [30] model is used for classification.

3.2 Confidence Measure

Posterior class probability approaches The output of an individual binary classifier
Ci is the posterior probability P (L|F ), where L ∈ {l,¬l} represents a binary class and
F represents the feature vector created from the text document d.

We use two different approaches. The first approach, called absolute confidence
value, assumes that higher recognition score confirms the classification result. For the
correct classification L̂ the following two equations must be satisfied:

L̂ = arg max
L

(P (L|F )) (2)

P (L̂|F ) > T1 (3)

The second approach, called relative confidence value, computes the difference
between the l score and the ¬l score by the following equation:

∆P = abs(P (l|F )− P (¬l|F )) (4)

Only the classification results with ∆P > T2 are accepted. This approach assumes
that the significant difference between l and ¬l classification scores confirms the clas-
sification result.

T1 and T2 are the acceptance thresholds and their optimal values are set experi-
mentally.

Composed supervised approach Let Rabs and Rrel be the scores obtained by the ab-
solute confidence value and relative confidence value methods, respectively. Let vari-
able H determine whether the document is classified correctly or not. A Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) classifier which models the posterior probability P (H|Rabs, Rrel)
is used to combine the two partial measures in a supervised way.

In order to identify the best performing topology, several MLP configurations are
built and evaluated. The MLP topologies will be described in detail in the experimental
section.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Tools and Corpus

For implementation of the multi-label classifier we used Brainy [31] implementation of
Maximum entropy classifier. It has been chosen mainly because of our experience with
this tool.

As already stated, the results of this work shall be used by the ČTK. Therefore, for
the following experiments we used the Czech text documents provided by the ČTK.
This corpus contains 2,974,040 words belonging to 11,955 documents annotated from
a set of 37 categories. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of the documents depending
on the number of labels. This corpus is freely available for research purposes at http:
//home.zcu.cz/˜pkral/sw/.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the documents depending on the number of labels

We use the five-folds cross validation procedure for all following experiments,
where 20% of the corpus is reserved for testing and the remaining part for training
of our models. For evaluation of the document classification accuracy, we use the stan-
dard Precision, Recall and F-measure (F-mes), also called F1-score, metrics [32]. The
confidence interval of the experimental results is 0.6% at a confidence level of 0.95.

4.2 Experimental Results

ROC Curves of the Proposed Approaches As in many other articles in the confidence
measure field, we will use the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [33] for
evaluation of our CM methods. This curve clearly shows the relationship between the
true positive and the false positive rate for different values of the acceptance threshold.

Figure 2 depicts the performance of the absolute confidence value method, while
the results of the relative confidence value approach are given in Figure 3. These fig-
ures demonstrate that both approaches are suitable for our task in order to identify in-
correctly classified documents. These figures further show, that the relative confidence
value method slightly outperforms the absolute confidence value approach.
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Better accuracy of this approach can be explained by the fact that the significantly
higher difference in the posterior probabilities (between l and ¬l classes) is a better
metrics than the simple absolute value of this probability.

Note that this evaluation can be done only for the first two proposed methods which
depend on the acceptance threshold. The third approach will be evaluated directly by
the F-measure metrics.
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Fig. 2. ROC curve for the absolute confidence value method.
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Fig. 3. ROC curve for the relative confidence value method.

Dependency of the F-measure on the Acceptance Threshold We deal with the multi-
label classification task. The proposed confidence measure approaches thus signifi-
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cantly influence the resulting F-measure score. In this experiment, we would like to
identify optimal acceptance thresholds for both CM methods.

Figure 4 shows the dependency of the F-measure value on the acceptance threshold
for the absolute confidence value method, while the Figure 5 depicts the same depen-
dency for the relative confidence value approach. These curves show that both optimal
threshold values are close to 1. We can conclude that the correct classification must be
associated with the significantly high level of the posterior probability (or significantly
high difference between P (l|F ) and P (¬l|F ) probability values).

Similarly as in the previous experiment, this evaluation is realized only for two first
CM methods.
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Fig. 4. Dependency of the F-measure on the acceptancce threshold for the absolute confidence
value method.
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Fig. 5. Dependency of the F-measure on the acceptancce threshold for the relative confidence
value method.
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Classification Results without and with the Proposed Confidence Measure Ap-
proaches In the last experiment, we show the document classification scores in two
cases: without and with the confidence measure. We also evaluate and compare the per-
formance of the proposed confidence measure methods. As already stated, we use the
standard Precision (Prec), Recall (Rec) and F-measure (F-mes) metrics for evaluation.

The results of this experiments are given by Table 1. The first line shows the classi-
fication scores without any confidence measure (the baseline). The two following lines
depict the results of the absolute and relative confidence value methods. The optimal
values of the thresholds T1 and T2 are based on the results of the previous experiment
and are set in both cases to 0.99. The last line shows the results of the composed su-
pervised approach which uses an MLP classifier. We set experimentally the following
MLP topology as the best one: two input nodes (Rabs andRrel), ten nodes in the hidden
layer and two output nodes (classes correct / not correct).

It is clearly visible that every individual confidence measure method improves the
classification results. The improvement is then further significantly increased when the
MLP is used to combine the two measures.

Table 1. Classification results without / with the proposed confidence measures [in %]

Confidence Measure Approach Prec Rec F-mes
- 89.0 75.6 81.7

Absolute confidence value 93.8 78.3 85.3
Relative confidence value 94.3 79.4 86.2
Composed supervised approach (MLP) 97.4 99.3 98.3

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed three confidence measure methods and integrated them into
multi-label document classification scenario. The first two measures are based on the
posterior class probability of the output of our binary classifiers, while the third method
is a supervised one and incorporates an MLP to decide whether the classification is
correct or not. The methods are evaluated on the Czech ČTK corpus of the newspaper
text documents. The experiments show that all these measures improve significantly
the classification results. Moreover, we further show that the composed supervised CM
approach gives the best classification score. The improvement over the baseline (no CM
used) reaches 16.6% in the absolute value when this approach is used. Therefore, we
conclude that the confidence measure approach will be integrated into our document
classification system.

The first perspective is proposing a semi-supervised confidence measure. In this
approach, the CM model will be progressively adapted according to the processed data.
We will further integrate other suitable individual measures into our composed MLP
approach (use for example the so called predictor features [19]). The last perspective
consists in evaluation of our proposed methods on different languages and language
families.
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